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➔ Tagging the heavy resonance X to bb̅/cc̅ decay is 
an important technique for Higgs and BSM 
resonance search 
❖ algorithms developed in CMS during Run 2:  
‣ ParticleNet-MD, DeepDoubleX, DeepAK8-MD, 

double-b 

❖ calibrating the algorithm from data is a necessary 
step for physics measurements

Boosted heavy-flavour jet tagging

➔ Boosted topologies are crucial in LHC physics 
program 
❖ highly Lorentz-boosted resonance  

   → decay products are collimated
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A simulated Z(νν̅)H(bb̅) events in CMS

H→bb̅

more Lorentz-boosted
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   → decay products are collimated
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b̅
b

A simulated Z(νν̅)H(bb̅) events in CMS

H→bb̅

NEW

‣ Introduce the X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers developed in CMS Run 2 

‣ Highlight their performance on simulated jets 

‣ Summarise and benchmark three calibration methods 

Aim of this talk

Based on  
CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

more Lorentz-boosted

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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➔ Based on ParticleNet architecture  
❖ view jet as a point cloud 
❖ local convolutional for message passing between 

neighbouring particles (EdgeConv) 
❖ input: particle-flow (PF) candidate (i.e. jet 

constituents) + secondary vertex (SV) features

X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers: ParticleNet-MD

3

ParticleNet-MD DeepAK8-MDDeepDoubleX double-b

η 

φ
top jet image as a “point cloud”

H. Qu, L. Gouskos, PRD 
101, 056019 (2020)

CMS-DP-2020-002

EdgeConv operation

See full architecture in backup

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.056019
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.056019
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2707946
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Define discriminants:

bbvsQCD  

ccvsQCD 

=
p(X → bb)

p(X → bb) + p(QCD)

=
p(X → cc)

p(X → cc) + p(QCD)

➔ The mass-decorrelated (MD) version 
❖ trained on X→bb̅/cc̅/qq̅ signal and QCD 

background with flat and identical mass spectra

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.056019
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.056019
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2707946
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X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers: DeepDoubleX

4

ParticleNet-MD DeepAK8-MDDeepDoubleX double-b

➔ DeepDoubleX: 
❖ architecture: 1D CNN + RNN (with gated recurrent units, GRU)  
❖ inputs: PF candidates + SV + jet global features 
❖ irrelevant features pruned using layer-wise relevance 

propagation 

➔ Train three binary networks: 
❖ X→bb̅ vs. QCD (BvL), X→cc̅ vs. QCD (CvL), X→bb̅ vs. X→cc̅ (CvB) 
❖ studied tagger: BvL and CvL

Conv1D
2 layers (32+32)

Dropout = 0.1
BN

GRU
1 layer (50)

Dropout = 0.1

Dense
1 layer (100)

Dropout = 0.1

Conv1D
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1 layer (50)

Dropout = 0.1
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Output
2 nodes

(softmax)

3 variations:
തbb vs light
ҧcc vs light
ҧcc vs തbb

Charged PF candidates 
60† particles x 30 features

Neutral PF candidates 
100 † particles x 10 features 

Secondary vertices 
10 † vertices x 5 features 

Expert (jet-level)
1 jet x 27 features

NN architecture for DeepDoubleX

CMS-DP-2022-041

Mass decorrelation achieved by 
training on signal and 
background jets with uniform 
distribution

CMS-DP-2022-041

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2839736
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2839736
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X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers: DeepAK8-MD & double-b

5

ParticleNet-MD DeepAK8-MDDeepDoubleX double-b

➔ DeepAK8-MD: 
❖ architecture: 1D CNN  
❖ inputs: same with ParticleNet-MD 
❖ classes: t/H/Z/W with dedicated final states 
❖ mass decorrelation: achieved by 

adversarial training

early Run-2 development
JINST 15 (2020) P06005

JINST 13 (2018) P05011

Feature extractor Classifier

1D CNN Fully Connected
Classification

output

back propagation

Fully Connected

Mass predictor

Mass  
prediction

Joint loss  
L = LC − λLMP

back propagation

Loss  
LMP

Nominal DeepAK8

bbvsQCD  

ccvsQCD 

=
p(H → bb) + p(Z → bb)

p(H → bb) + p(Z → bb) + p(QCD)

=
p(H → cc) + p(Z → cc)

p(H → cc) + p(Z → cc) + p(QCD)

Define discriminants:

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/15/06/P06005
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/13/05/P05011
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p(H → cc) + p(Z → cc)
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➔ double-b: 
❖ a BDT for distinguishing H→bb̅ and QCD jets 
❖ inputs: jet variables constructed from 

tracks and SVs 
❖ mass decorrelation: by choosing input with 

weak correlation on pT and mass 

Define discriminants:

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/15/06/P06005
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/13/05/P05011
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Tagger discriminants spectra

6

ParticleNet-MD

DeepDoubleX

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

• Signal: H→bb̅, 
H→cc̅ jets from ggH 

• BKG: QCD jets 

- QCD bb (cc):  
number of ghost-
matched b and c 
hadrons: 
Nb=2 (Nb=0 & Nc=2)

More taggers in backup

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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ParticleNet-MD

DeepDoubleX

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

• Signal: H→bb̅, 
H→cc̅ jets from ggH 

• BKG: QCD jets 

- QCD bb (cc):  
number of ghost-
matched b and c 
hadrons: 
Nb=2 (Nb=0 & Nc=2)

Determine working points 
(WPs) based on H→bb̅, 
H→cc̅ jets efficiency

disc.
HP 
high 

purity

MP 
medium 

purity

LP 
low 

purity

X→bb̅ 40% 60% 80%

X→cc̅ 15% 30% 50%

HPMPLP HPMPLP

HP
MP

LP
HP

MP
LP

More taggers in backup

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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Performance on simulation

7

Low pT: (450, 600) GeV, similar performance for high pT (see backup)

ROC comparison on H→bb̅ (cc̅) jets vs. inclusive QCD

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

better

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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Performance on simulation

7

Low pT: (450, 600) GeV, similar performance for high pT (see backup)

ROC comparison on H→bb̅ (cc̅) jets vs. inclusive QCD

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

Remarks:

• The DNN-based network 
outperforms BDT (benefits of 
low-level features) 

• DeepAK8-MD → DeepDoubleX 
→ ParticleNet-MD: 
reflects advancement made in 
NN architecture

better

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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Three calibration methods

8

‣ sfBDT method 

‣ μ-tagged method 

‣ boosted Z method

NEW
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sfBDT method: key concept

9

The general idea is to select g→bb̅/cc̅ jets 
from QCD events as the proxy of H→bb̅/cc̅

simulation 
(proxy jets)

data 
(proxy jets)

b(c)

b̄(c̄)g

b(c)

b̄(c̄)g

derive scale factor (SF) 
then used as SF for H→bb̅/cc̅ jets
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sfBDT method: key concept

9

The general idea is to select g→bb̅/cc̅ jets 
from QCD events as the proxy of H→bb̅/cc̅

simulation 
(proxy jets)

data 
(proxy jets)

b(c)

b̄(c̄)g

b(c)

b̄(c̄)g

derive scale factor (SF) 
then used as SF for H→bb̅/cc̅ jets

selected jets 
from QCD 
multijet events

Problem: 
Preselected jets from QCD events, 
enriched in g→bb̅/cc̅, still do not closely 
resemble H→bb̅/cc̅ jets.  
  →  Further selection needed 

(requiring 2 SVs)
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simulation 
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data 
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b(c)
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sfBDT 
selection

Solution: 
Train a BDT variable which selects more 
signal-like jets from QCD 

b(c)

b̄(c̄)g

derive scale factor (SF) 
then used as SF for H→bb̅/cc̅ jets

selected jets 
from QCD 
multijet events

Problem: 
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enriched in g→bb̅/cc̅, still do not closely 
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  →  Further selection needed 

(requiring 2 SVs)
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sfBDT method: design of sfBDT

10

selected jets from QCD 
multijet events

b(c)

b̄(c̄)

Select two regions using a generator-level 
variable 

• one resembles more signal H→bb̅/cc̅ jets, 
one does not

Based on 
generator-level variable

??? 
unlike signallike signal
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10

selected jets from QCD 
multijet events

b(c)

b̄(c̄)

Select two regions using a generator-level 
variable 

• one resembles more signal H→bb̅/cc̅ jets, 
one does not

Based on 
generator-level variable

Train a BDT (named sfBDT) against each other, 
using reconstructed-level variables as input 
(jet N-subjettiness, track/SV features)

Train sfBDT

??? 
unlike signallike signal
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sfBDT method: design of sfBDT

10

selected jets from QCD 
multijet events

b(c)

b̄(c̄)

Select two regions using a generator-level 
variable 

• one resembles more signal H→bb̅/cc̅ jets, 
one does not

Based on 
generator-level variable

Train a BDT (named sfBDT) against each other, 
using reconstructed-level variables as input 
(jet N-subjettiness, track/SV features)

Train sfBDT

??? 
unlike signal

Design 1:

b(c)

b̄(c̄)
g

Published in CMS-DP-2022-005

• QCD jets are likely to 
be contaminated with 
extra gluons 

• Define variables from 
partons

κg =
∑i∈{g} pT,i

∑i∈ {g,q} pT,i

Design 2:

b(c)

b̄(c̄)

this talk

• Consider a way to take into 
account all q/g emissions 

• Define variables from the list of 
the first generation of hadrons 
(before hadron decays)

NEW

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

Find the N-subjettiness   (on hadrons) helpful 
to evaluate the multi-prongness of a QCD jet 
    smaller  → less complexity in prongness → signal-like

τ31

τ31

Designing the generator-level variable:

like signal

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805611
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this talk

• Consider a way to take into 
account all q/g emissions 

• Define variables from the list of 
the first generation of hadrons 
(before hadron decays)

NEW

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

Find the N-subjettiness   (on hadrons) helpful 
to evaluate the multi-prongness of a QCD jet 
    smaller  → less complexity in prongness → signal-like

τ31

τ31

Designing the generator-level variable:

MC categorised to b/c/l based on the number 
of ghost-matched b and c hadrons

like signal

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805611
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sfBDT method: selection via sfBDT

11

Key logic:  
• sfBDT as a handle to “tune” proxy—signal similarity 
• evaluate the SF’s dependence on sfBDT selection - extract 

an extra uncertainty from it

tune the threshold 
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an extra uncertainty from it
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of sfBDT selectionSF( )

Design a systematic workflow that applies to all 
taggers 
• step1: transform the tagger to a uniform shape 

• step2: define a set of sfBDT curves on the sfBDT-tagger plane, 
that match the proxy tagger shape to the signal (but with 
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sfBDT method: selection via sfBDT

11

Key logic:  
• sfBDT as a handle to “tune” proxy—signal similarity 
• evaluate the SF’s dependence on sfBDT selection - extract 

an extra uncertainty from it

tune the threshold 
of sfBDT selectionSF( )

Design a systematic workflow that applies to all 
taggers 
• step1: transform the tagger to a uniform shape 

• step2: define a set of sfBDT curves on the sfBDT-tagger plane, 
that match the proxy tagger shape to the signal (but with 
different selection efficiency)

Cut on 
those 
curves

• step3: select on those curves to 
derive nominal SFs; 
select different curves for the 
“pass” and “fail” tagger region 
to modify the proxy—signal 
tagger shape similarity 

• step4: from the deviation of SFs, 
we obtain an external uncertainty 
assigned to the final SF

“pass”“fail”

Choose different curves. 

9×9 combinations
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sfBDT method: selection via sfBDT
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Data and MC distribution on transformed tagger discriminant, 
applying the central sfBDT selection

More taggers in backup
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sfBDT method: fit
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• Fit on the SV mass (log scale) to distinguish the b/c/light 
templates 

• each flavour template assigned a free-floating SF in fit 
• simultaneous fit in the “pass” and “fail” tagger region

Post-fit templates 
for calibrating 
ParticleNet-MD 
bbvsQCD (HP) 

see backup for 
ccvsQCD 

For clarity, read the 
full workflow in 
backup 
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❖ g→bb̅/cc̅ jets from QCD, but matched with a soft muon 
‣ b/c flavour content enriched 

❖ incorporate online trigger selection: requiring a soft 
muon in AK4/AK8 jets 
‣ largely orthogonal to the phase space explored in the 

sfBDT method
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❖ τ21 variable as a tune to modify signal—proxy similarity 
‣ for main fit: apply τ21 < 0.3
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μ-tagged method: concept

➔ Select proxy jet: 
❖ g→bb̅/cc̅ jets from QCD, but matched with a soft muon 
‣ b/c flavour content enriched 

❖ incorporate online trigger selection: requiring a soft 
muon in AK4/AK8 jets 
‣ largely orthogonal to the phase space explored in the 

sfBDT method

14

b/c

b̅/c̅

μ

with different 
τ21 thresholds

➔ Feasibility of the proxy 
❖ taggers not trained with 

particle ID input  
→ suitable to calibrate 
using the μ-tagged proxy

❖ τ21 variable as a tune to modify signal—proxy similarity 
‣ for main fit: apply τ21 < 0.3
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μ-tagged method: selected jets

15

Data and MC distribution applying the μ-tagged requirement  
and the central τ21 < 0.3 cut

More taggers in backup
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• Fit on the invariant mass of SV 4-vectors (log scale) 
• each flavour template assigned a free-floating SF in fit 
• simultaneous fit in the “pass” and “fail” region

Post-fit templates 
for calibrating 
ParticleNet-MD 
bbvsQCD (HP) 

see backup for 
ccvsQCD 

For clarity, read the 
full workflow in 
backup 
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➔ Proxy jets: Z→bb jets 
❖ Z→bb jet is a better proxy to H→bb jet 
❖ measure the SF at Z peak on top of the 

overwhelming QCD BKG

17
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recoil jet
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➔ Proxy jets: Z→bb jets 
❖ Z→bb jet is a better proxy to H→bb jet 
❖ measure the SF at Z peak on top of the 

overwhelming QCD BKG

17

b/c

b̅/c̅Z

recoil jet
➔ Signal and background estimation 

❖ QCD yield in “fail” tagger region estimated from 
data 

❖ transferred to the QCD yield in “pass” region by a 
fitted polynomial on jet pT and “mass” 
‣ “mass”: a regressed mass via ParticleNet DNN 

architecture  [See CMS-DP-2021-017] 

❖ signal: rely on accurate modelling of the Z+jet 
process (NLO correction applied)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2777006
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Boosted Z method: fit

18

• Fit on the ParticleNet-based regressed mass 
• three SFs for Z peak (in 3 pT bins), one for W peak 
• simultaneous fit in the “pass” and “fail” region, and 

3 pT bins

Post-fit templates 
for calibrating 
ParticleNet-MD 
bbvsQCD (HP) 

RP/F =
m+n≤o ∧ n<3

∑
m,n=0

km,n (MPNet)m(pT)n,

QCD “fail” → “pass” 
 transfer ratio

For clarity, read the 
full workflow in 
backup 
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Table 1: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of
the ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the sfBDT
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 49%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 30%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 10%

Experimental
Effect of varying sfBDT thresholds 38%
Effect of applying “reweighting schemes” 64%
Jet energy scale and resolution 6.4%
Integrated luminosity 1.0%
Pileup reweighting 7.4%

6.2 The µ-tagged method

6.2.1 Method description

The µ-tagged method calibrates the X ! bb (cc) signal jets using proxy jets from gluon-
splitting bb (cc) jets that contain a soft muon within their respective jet cones. Since the
hadronised final state initiated from a b (c) quark has a 20% (10%) probability of generating
an electron or muon, the presence of the nonisolated soft leptons provides a good handle to se-
lect a pure sample of heavy-flavour jets. By selecting AK8 jets with b (c) flavours and requiring
them to be µ-tagged, the resulting collection is dominated by gluon-splitting bb (cc) jets. This
selection ensures a closer resemblance in the phase space between these jets and the signal jets.

For X ! bb (cc) taggers discussed in Section 5, the electron or muon information is not explic-
itly used in the training of the algorithms, hence it is suitable to calibrate using only a subset of
bb (cc) jets with the special presence of soft muons. This essentially imposes a requirement on
the kind of tagging algorithm that can be calibrated with this method. The situation also exists
in the calibration of AK4 b (c) jet taggers [1, 64] when the soft, nonisolated muons are used as
a condition to select b (c) jets.

In the µ-tagged method, events are selected online by requiring the presence of an AK4 or AK8
jet with pT > 300 GeV in association with a muon with pT > 5 GeV at the trigger level. For
each event, the leading AK8 jet and the subleading one (if it exists) are selected and required to
pass the kinematics preselection of pT > 350 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and mSD > 40 GeV. The simulated
µ-enriched QCD multijet events are used to compare with data, and the QCD multijet process
modelled by MG is used as an alternative. Offline, the AK8 jet is required to contain at least one
offline soft muon with pT > 5 GeV and |h| < 2.4. To further extract the signal-like g ! bb (cc)
jets, a selection on the N-subjettiness ratio, t21 < 0.3, is applied to select two-prong jets while
reducing the single-prong jets. To correct the µ-enriched QCD modelling to match with data
and reduce the discrepancy with the MG-based QCD multijet sample, a jet-based reweighting
is performed on the binned histogram of (pT, h, t21) from QCD multijet events to data after
subtracting the simulated tt, single top quark and V+jets contributions.

Similar to the sfBDT method in Section 6.1.1, the qualified jets are classified into the b, c, and
l categories, based on the number of ghost-matched b and c hadrons. Figures 16–19 show
the distributions of the transformed tagger discriminant, passing the preselection above. The

6. Measurements of the tagging efficiency in data 23

Table 2: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of the
ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the µ-tagged
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 34%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 42%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 14%
QCD jet modelling 6.5%

Experimental
Effect of varying t21 thresholds 69%
Effect of “simulation-to-data reweighting” 28%
Jet energy scale and resolution 5.0%
Integrated luminosity 3.5%
Pileup reweighting 3.9%

the boosted Z ! bb jets are closer in the jet characteristics to the target X ! bb jets, compared
to g ! bb jets. Therefore, no special selection is applied to Z ! bb proxy jets, contrary to
the method based on gluon-splitting proxy jets described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. However,
the measurement of Z jets comes with fewer statistics compared to the gluon-splitting jets, and
there is a sizeable QCD multijet background. Hence, the principle of the method is to extract
the Z peak on the large nonresonant hadronic background.

In the boosted Z method, events are selected using a series of online triggers, which imposes
a combination of requirements on the jet pT, the jet mass after applying the trimming algo-
rithm [65], or event HT at the trigger level, as detailed in Ref. [16]. The triggered events are
further required to pass a set of offline selection criteria. First, the leading AK8 jet in pT should
satisfy pT > 450 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and MPNet > 40 GeV, where MPNet is the DNN-based re-
gressed mass, as introduced in Section 4. Then, the subleading AK8 jet, regarded as the recoil
jet, is required to pass the selection of pT > 200 GeV and |h| < 2.4. Two vetoing requirements
are also imposed to suppress the tt background. Events with at least one electron or muon
with pT > 20 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and satisfying the loosest identification and isolation working
point [66, 67] are vetoed. Events are also required to have no presence of a b-tagged AK4 jet
satisfying pT > 30 GeV and DR > 0.8 with respect to the leading AK8 jet. After the selections,
the leading jet of an event is used to measure the data efficiency of boosted Z ! bb jets on a
given WP of a X ! bb tagging discriminant.

The trigger efficiency is measured in the data requiring an online single AK4 jet with pT >
260 GeV by applying the above offline selection, and counting the number of events passing
the trigger selection. Simulated events are weighted by this efficiency as a function of the pT of
the leading AK8 jet in the event.

To extract the Z peak from data after passing the tagger selection at a given WP, a fit is per-
formed simultaneously in the regions passing and failing the tagger WP. The fit is performed
on a 2D binned histogram on (MPNet, pT) of the leading jet. The fit template is produced both
from simulation and in a data-driven way. The Z+jets and W+jets processes are estimated from
simulated events. The QCD multijet background, which is the dominant background source,
is modelled with a data-driven method to achieve better modelling accuracy. Specifically, for
each (MPNet, pT) bin, since the “fail” region is overwhelmingly dominated by QCD multijet

Varying the yields of b/c/light flavour jets 
by 20%, separately 
→ compensate for the mismodelling of 
flavour proportion in QCD simulation

sfBDT method

μ-tagged method

relative contribution to 
overall uncertainty
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Table 1: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of
the ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the sfBDT
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 49%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 30%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 10%

Experimental
Effect of varying sfBDT thresholds 38%
Effect of applying “reweighting schemes” 64%
Jet energy scale and resolution 6.4%
Integrated luminosity 1.0%
Pileup reweighting 7.4%

6.2 The µ-tagged method

6.2.1 Method description

The µ-tagged method calibrates the X ! bb (cc) signal jets using proxy jets from gluon-
splitting bb (cc) jets that contain a soft muon within their respective jet cones. Since the
hadronised final state initiated from a b (c) quark has a 20% (10%) probability of generating
an electron or muon, the presence of the nonisolated soft leptons provides a good handle to se-
lect a pure sample of heavy-flavour jets. By selecting AK8 jets with b (c) flavours and requiring
them to be µ-tagged, the resulting collection is dominated by gluon-splitting bb (cc) jets. This
selection ensures a closer resemblance in the phase space between these jets and the signal jets.

For X ! bb (cc) taggers discussed in Section 5, the electron or muon information is not explic-
itly used in the training of the algorithms, hence it is suitable to calibrate using only a subset of
bb (cc) jets with the special presence of soft muons. This essentially imposes a requirement on
the kind of tagging algorithm that can be calibrated with this method. The situation also exists
in the calibration of AK4 b (c) jet taggers [1, 64] when the soft, nonisolated muons are used as
a condition to select b (c) jets.

In the µ-tagged method, events are selected online by requiring the presence of an AK4 or AK8
jet with pT > 300 GeV in association with a muon with pT > 5 GeV at the trigger level. For
each event, the leading AK8 jet and the subleading one (if it exists) are selected and required to
pass the kinematics preselection of pT > 350 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and mSD > 40 GeV. The simulated
µ-enriched QCD multijet events are used to compare with data, and the QCD multijet process
modelled by MG is used as an alternative. Offline, the AK8 jet is required to contain at least one
offline soft muon with pT > 5 GeV and |h| < 2.4. To further extract the signal-like g ! bb (cc)
jets, a selection on the N-subjettiness ratio, t21 < 0.3, is applied to select two-prong jets while
reducing the single-prong jets. To correct the µ-enriched QCD modelling to match with data
and reduce the discrepancy with the MG-based QCD multijet sample, a jet-based reweighting
is performed on the binned histogram of (pT, h, t21) from QCD multijet events to data after
subtracting the simulated tt, single top quark and V+jets contributions.

Similar to the sfBDT method in Section 6.1.1, the qualified jets are classified into the b, c, and
l categories, based on the number of ghost-matched b and c hadrons. Figures 16–19 show
the distributions of the transformed tagger discriminant, passing the preselection above. The

6. Measurements of the tagging efficiency in data 23

Table 2: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of the
ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the µ-tagged
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 34%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 42%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 14%
QCD jet modelling 6.5%

Experimental
Effect of varying t21 thresholds 69%
Effect of “simulation-to-data reweighting” 28%
Jet energy scale and resolution 5.0%
Integrated luminosity 3.5%
Pileup reweighting 3.9%

the boosted Z ! bb jets are closer in the jet characteristics to the target X ! bb jets, compared
to g ! bb jets. Therefore, no special selection is applied to Z ! bb proxy jets, contrary to
the method based on gluon-splitting proxy jets described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. However,
the measurement of Z jets comes with fewer statistics compared to the gluon-splitting jets, and
there is a sizeable QCD multijet background. Hence, the principle of the method is to extract
the Z peak on the large nonresonant hadronic background.

In the boosted Z method, events are selected using a series of online triggers, which imposes
a combination of requirements on the jet pT, the jet mass after applying the trimming algo-
rithm [65], or event HT at the trigger level, as detailed in Ref. [16]. The triggered events are
further required to pass a set of offline selection criteria. First, the leading AK8 jet in pT should
satisfy pT > 450 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and MPNet > 40 GeV, where MPNet is the DNN-based re-
gressed mass, as introduced in Section 4. Then, the subleading AK8 jet, regarded as the recoil
jet, is required to pass the selection of pT > 200 GeV and |h| < 2.4. Two vetoing requirements
are also imposed to suppress the tt background. Events with at least one electron or muon
with pT > 20 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and satisfying the loosest identification and isolation working
point [66, 67] are vetoed. Events are also required to have no presence of a b-tagged AK4 jet
satisfying pT > 30 GeV and DR > 0.8 with respect to the leading AK8 jet. After the selections,
the leading jet of an event is used to measure the data efficiency of boosted Z ! bb jets on a
given WP of a X ! bb tagging discriminant.

The trigger efficiency is measured in the data requiring an online single AK4 jet with pT >
260 GeV by applying the above offline selection, and counting the number of events passing
the trigger selection. Simulated events are weighted by this efficiency as a function of the pT of
the leading AK8 jet in the event.

To extract the Z peak from data after passing the tagger selection at a given WP, a fit is per-
formed simultaneously in the regions passing and failing the tagger WP. The fit is performed
on a 2D binned histogram on (MPNet, pT) of the leading jet. The fit template is produced both
from simulation and in a data-driven way. The Z+jets and W+jets processes are estimated from
simulated events. The QCD multijet background, which is the dominant background source,
is modelled with a data-driven method to achieve better modelling accuracy. Specifically, for
each (MPNet, pT) bin, since the “fail” region is overwhelmingly dominated by QCD multijet

Varying the yields of b/c/light flavour jets 
by 20%, separately 
→ compensate for the mismodelling of 
flavour proportion in QCD simulation

sfBDT method

μ-tagged method

An external uncertainty is assigned to 
"cover the span” of derived SFs, when the 
selection (sfBDT or τ21) varies 
→ a substantial uncertainty is obtained from 
this source

relative contribution to 
overall uncertainty
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Table 1: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of
the ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the sfBDT
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 49%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 30%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 10%

Experimental
Effect of varying sfBDT thresholds 38%
Effect of applying “reweighting schemes” 64%
Jet energy scale and resolution 6.4%
Integrated luminosity 1.0%
Pileup reweighting 7.4%

6.2 The µ-tagged method

6.2.1 Method description

The µ-tagged method calibrates the X ! bb (cc) signal jets using proxy jets from gluon-
splitting bb (cc) jets that contain a soft muon within their respective jet cones. Since the
hadronised final state initiated from a b (c) quark has a 20% (10%) probability of generating
an electron or muon, the presence of the nonisolated soft leptons provides a good handle to se-
lect a pure sample of heavy-flavour jets. By selecting AK8 jets with b (c) flavours and requiring
them to be µ-tagged, the resulting collection is dominated by gluon-splitting bb (cc) jets. This
selection ensures a closer resemblance in the phase space between these jets and the signal jets.

For X ! bb (cc) taggers discussed in Section 5, the electron or muon information is not explic-
itly used in the training of the algorithms, hence it is suitable to calibrate using only a subset of
bb (cc) jets with the special presence of soft muons. This essentially imposes a requirement on
the kind of tagging algorithm that can be calibrated with this method. The situation also exists
in the calibration of AK4 b (c) jet taggers [1, 64] when the soft, nonisolated muons are used as
a condition to select b (c) jets.

In the µ-tagged method, events are selected online by requiring the presence of an AK4 or AK8
jet with pT > 300 GeV in association with a muon with pT > 5 GeV at the trigger level. For
each event, the leading AK8 jet and the subleading one (if it exists) are selected and required to
pass the kinematics preselection of pT > 350 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and mSD > 40 GeV. The simulated
µ-enriched QCD multijet events are used to compare with data, and the QCD multijet process
modelled by MG is used as an alternative. Offline, the AK8 jet is required to contain at least one
offline soft muon with pT > 5 GeV and |h| < 2.4. To further extract the signal-like g ! bb (cc)
jets, a selection on the N-subjettiness ratio, t21 < 0.3, is applied to select two-prong jets while
reducing the single-prong jets. To correct the µ-enriched QCD modelling to match with data
and reduce the discrepancy with the MG-based QCD multijet sample, a jet-based reweighting
is performed on the binned histogram of (pT, h, t21) from QCD multijet events to data after
subtracting the simulated tt, single top quark and V+jets contributions.

Similar to the sfBDT method in Section 6.1.1, the qualified jets are classified into the b, c, and
l categories, based on the number of ghost-matched b and c hadrons. Figures 16–19 show
the distributions of the transformed tagger discriminant, passing the preselection above. The

6. Measurements of the tagging efficiency in data 23

Table 2: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of the
ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the µ-tagged
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 34%
Theory

Fraction of jet flavours 42%
ISR and FSR in parton shower 14%
QCD jet modelling 6.5%

Experimental
Effect of varying t21 thresholds 69%
Effect of “simulation-to-data reweighting” 28%
Jet energy scale and resolution 5.0%
Integrated luminosity 3.5%
Pileup reweighting 3.9%

the boosted Z ! bb jets are closer in the jet characteristics to the target X ! bb jets, compared
to g ! bb jets. Therefore, no special selection is applied to Z ! bb proxy jets, contrary to
the method based on gluon-splitting proxy jets described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. However,
the measurement of Z jets comes with fewer statistics compared to the gluon-splitting jets, and
there is a sizeable QCD multijet background. Hence, the principle of the method is to extract
the Z peak on the large nonresonant hadronic background.

In the boosted Z method, events are selected using a series of online triggers, which imposes
a combination of requirements on the jet pT, the jet mass after applying the trimming algo-
rithm [65], or event HT at the trigger level, as detailed in Ref. [16]. The triggered events are
further required to pass a set of offline selection criteria. First, the leading AK8 jet in pT should
satisfy pT > 450 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and MPNet > 40 GeV, where MPNet is the DNN-based re-
gressed mass, as introduced in Section 4. Then, the subleading AK8 jet, regarded as the recoil
jet, is required to pass the selection of pT > 200 GeV and |h| < 2.4. Two vetoing requirements
are also imposed to suppress the tt background. Events with at least one electron or muon
with pT > 20 GeV, |h| < 2.4, and satisfying the loosest identification and isolation working
point [66, 67] are vetoed. Events are also required to have no presence of a b-tagged AK4 jet
satisfying pT > 30 GeV and DR > 0.8 with respect to the leading AK8 jet. After the selections,
the leading jet of an event is used to measure the data efficiency of boosted Z ! bb jets on a
given WP of a X ! bb tagging discriminant.

The trigger efficiency is measured in the data requiring an online single AK4 jet with pT >
260 GeV by applying the above offline selection, and counting the number of events passing
the trigger selection. Simulated events are weighted by this efficiency as a function of the pT of
the leading AK8 jet in the event.

To extract the Z peak from data after passing the tagger selection at a given WP, a fit is per-
formed simultaneously in the regions passing and failing the tagger WP. The fit is performed
on a 2D binned histogram on (MPNet, pT) of the leading jet. The fit template is produced both
from simulation and in a data-driven way. The Z+jets and W+jets processes are estimated from
simulated events. The QCD multijet background, which is the dominant background source,
is modelled with a data-driven method to achieve better modelling accuracy. Specifically, for
each (MPNet, pT) bin, since the “fail” region is overwhelmingly dominated by QCD multijet

Varying the yields of b/c/light flavour jets 
by 20%, separately 
→ compensate for the mismodelling of 
flavour proportion in QCD simulation

sfBDT method

μ-tagged method

An external uncertainty is assigned to 
"cover the span” of derived SFs, when the 
selection (sfBDT or τ21) varies 
→ a substantial uncertainty is obtained from 
this source

A residue mismodelling on the SV mass is 
observed, especially in the sfBDT method, 
which is difficult to fix by using alternative 
simulation 
→ adopt a conservative approach: reweight 
directly on the fitted mass variable in 
“pass+fail” region to check the change of SF

relative contribution to 
overall uncertainty
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Systematic uncertainties (boosted Z)
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Table 3: The relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the fitted scale factor (SF) of the
ParticleNet-MD X ! bb discriminant at the high purity working point, using the boosted Z
method. The numbers are averaged over multiple SF derivation points, including all relevant
pT bins and data-taking eras.

Uncertainty source DSF/ (DSF)tot
Statistical 67%
Theory

ISR and FSR in parton shower 45%
NLO corrections 43%
PDF uncertainties 5.5%

Experimental
Jet mass scale and resolution 6.9%
Jet energy scale and resolution 25%
Trigger effiency 5.4%
Integrated luminosity 11%
Pileup reweighting 2.5%

ParticleNet-MD bbvsQCD discriminant, for Z ! bb signal versus the QCD multijet back-
ground, obtained in simulation and the three WPs measured in data. The uncertainty in the
measured mistag rate is much lower than the uncertainty in the measured signal efficiency be-
cause of the large QCD background in both the “pass” and “fail” regions. The uncertainty in
the measured signal efficiency is larger at the LP WP because of the lowering of the signal-to-
background ratio in the “pass” region.

6.4 Combination of measured scale factors

In previous sections, individual SFs measured from the sfBDT method, the µ-tagged method,
and the boosted Z method are presented. In this section, a combination of the measurements
is performed. The combination is a weighted average taking into account the full covariance
matrix for the uncertainties using the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) method [69]. As
adopted in the combination of AK4 SFs for b and c jets [1], the BLUE method is extended to
fit all the jet pT bins simultaneously, providing a more comprehensive treatment of bin-to-bin
correlations for the systematic uncertainties [70].

For the combination of AK8 SFs, the common systematic uncertainties shared by the three
measurements are treated as fully correlated. These systematics include the ISR and FSR un-
certainty in parton shower, the jet energy scale and resolution, the luminosity uncertainty, and
the uncertainty from pileup reweighting. The sfBDT method and the µ-tagged method, both
based on QCD proxy jets, have included the uncertainties in the fraction of the b-, c-, and light-
flavour jets. These three systematic uncertainty sources are considered as correlated between
the two methods. Other uncertainty sources that are customised for an individual measure-
ment are considered as fully uncorrelated sources. Given that the phase space of the proxy
definition of the three methods is largely orthogonal, the statistical uncertainty in data is also
considered fully uncorrelated. The result of the combination is also shown in Figs. 24–30. The
derived SFs are presented on the basis of tagger discriminant at certain WPs. Each plot sum-
marises the SF results under the four data-taking eras for three exclusive pT bins, obtained
from the measurements from two or three methods. For each SF derivation point, available
individual SFs from either two or three measurements are combined via the BLUE method.

The derived SFs from the two or three methods, as well as the combined SF, lead to several find-

Large statistical uncertainty for 
determining  is a major limiting powerRP/F

Theoretical uncertainties on Z+jets affect 
the Z peak yield, directly resulting to a 
larger SF uncertainty

boosted Z method relative contribution to 
overall uncertainty
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Results and combination

21

• Combination among 
methods via BLUE 
(best linear unbiased estimate) 

- treating common 
uncertainty sources as 
correlated, and others as 
uncorrelated

Full SF results in backup 

ParticleNet-MD bbvsQCD (HP) ParticleNet-MD ccvsQCD (HP)
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Results and combination

21

• Combination among 
methods via BLUE 
(best linear unbiased estimate) 

- treating common 
uncertainty sources as 
correlated, and others as 
uncorrelated

Full SF results in backup 

Remarks:

• All methods yield consistent results 

• Results also consistent with previous 
calibrated SFs, on the central SF, year-
dependence, and level of uncertainties 

• The methods summarised in our works 
offer a systematic approach to handle all 
available X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers in CMS

ParticleNet-MD bbvsQCD (HP) ParticleNet-MD ccvsQCD (HP)
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Summary

➔ Present a comprehensive summary of X→bb̅/cc̅ taggers: 
❖ a review of taggers developed in CMS Run 2 
❖ performance comparison in ROC curves 
❖ calibration methods 
‣ sfBDT methods / μ-tagged methods / boosted Z method 

➔ Showcase individual and combined SF measurements 
❖ consistency found among methods, and with previous results 

➔ Benchmark the calibration methods for CMS Run 2 and Run 3 
❖ developed to handle a variety of tagger discriminants 
❖ marks the maturity of boosted-jet tagging and calibration technique at this 

stage

22

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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Backup
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ParticleNet architecture
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THE PARTICLENET ARCHITECTURE
Based on EdgeConv and DGCNN, we developed PARTICLENET, a 
customized architecture for jet tagging on particle clouds

12

EdgeConv block ParticleNet architecture
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EdgeConv block ParticleNet full architecture

H. Qu, L. Gouskos, PRD 101, 056019 (2020)

ParticleNet’s full architecture 

https://cms-ml.github.io/documentation/
inference/particlenet.html 

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.056019
https://cms-ml.github.io/documentation/inference/particlenet.html
https://cms-ml.github.io/documentation/inference/particlenet.html
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More spectra

25

DeepAK8-MD

double-b
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Performance on simulation
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high pT: (600, +∞) GeV

ROC comparison on H→bb̅ (cc̅) jets vs. inclusive QCD

CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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sfBDT method: selection via sfBDT

27

Data and MC distribution on transformed tagger discriminant, 
applying the central sfBDT selection
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sfBDT method: selection via sfBDT
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Data and MC distribution on transformed tagger discriminant, 
applying the central sfBDT selection
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sfBDT method: fit

29

• Fit on the SV mass (log scale) to distinguish the b/c/light 
templates 

• each flavour template assigned a free-floating SF in fit 
• simultaneous fit in the “pass” and “fail” region

Post-fit templates 
for calibrating 
ParticleNet-MD 
ccvsQCD (HP) 
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sfBDT method: full workflow
➔ Target proxy jets: g→bb̅/cc̅ jets from QCD multijet events, selected by a BDT trained on QCD jets 
➔ Workflow: 

❖ select events with logical OR of HT triggers with multiple thresholds 
❖ select both leading and subleading jet (if it exists), passing pT > 200 GeV, |η| < 2.4, and 500 < mSD < 200 GeV, 

and requires N(matched-SV)  ≥ 2 
❖ reweight total simulated events to data on (jetIndex, HT, pT) bins 
❖ all simulated jets are classified to b, c, and light flavour (based on the number of ghost-associated b and c 

hadrons, Nb and Nc) 
❖ [individual step] train the sfBDT using a special QCD sample (enriched in bbb/ccc by production), with jets 

selected in the same criteria and requiring Nb ≥ 2 or (Nb = 0 & Nc ≥ 2), and the gen-level τ31 on hadrons applied 
to define signal and BKG jets for BDT training. With the sfBDT, for each target discriminant, determine the 
sfBDT curves on the 2D sfBDT—transformed tagger plane 

❖ apply jet pT selection for a dedicated fit point 
❖ apply selection via the sfBDT curve, with 9×9 combinations in total 

❖ perform fit on : fit simultaneously in the “pass” and “fail” tagger region, with three SFs 
assigned to the b/c/light categories in the “pass” region. Target SF is SFb (SFc) for calibrating X→bb̅ (cc̅) tagger  

❖ assign two sources of external uncertainties: 
‣ merge the target SFs (with all varied sfBDT selections) into one: the uncertainty in the final SF is larger than that of 

the individual fit result, and its central value is positioned in the middle of the entire SF series. 

‣ consider the deviation of SF as an external uncertainty, from the nominal SF to the SF derived in the schemes to 
reweight on the fit variable, or the sfBDT discriminant

log(Mcorr
SV1

/GeV)

30

See also in  
CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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μ-tagged method: selected jets

31

Data and MC distribution applying the μ-tagged requirement  
and the central τ21 < 0.3 cut
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μ-tagged method: selected jets

32

Data and MC distribution applying the central τ21 < 0.3 cut
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μ-tagged method: proxy—signal similarity

33

Signal and proxy similarity when different τ21 selections are applied
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μ-tagged method: fit

34

• Fit on the invariant mass of SV 4-vectors (log scale) 
• each flavour template assigned a free-floating SF in fit 
• simultaneous fit in the “pass” and “fail” region

Post-fit templates 
for calibrating 
ParticleNet-MD 
ccvsQCD (HP) 
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μ-tagged method: full workflow
➔ Target proxy jets:  g→bb̅/cc̅ jets from QCD multijet events (triggered by the existence of a soft muon in 

jets), with the additional offline requirements on the soft muon and N-subjettiness ratio τ21 
➔ Workflow: 

❖ select events with online triggers: requiring AK4 or AK8 jet with pT > 300, and including a muon with pT > 5 
GeV 

❖ select both leading and subleading jets (if exists) with offline pT > 350 GeV, |η| < 2.4, mSD > 40 GeV 
❖ apply a jet-based reweighting from QCD MC to data subtracting the tt̅ and single top and V+jets MC, on the 

(pT, η, τ21)  
(note: reweighting on τ21 mitigate the mismodelling of gluon splitting jets by PYTHIA-based QCD MC, and reduce its discrepancy with 
the MG-based QCD MC on tau21 and all tagger discriminants) 

❖ all simulated jets are classified to b, c, and light flavour (based on the number of ghost-associated b and c 
hadrons, Nb and Nc) 

❖ apply jet pT selection for a dedicated fit point 
❖ apply the selection via τ21: the main scheme has τ21 < 0.3, and it is varied from 0.2 to 0.4 in the auxiliary fit 

❖ perform fit on : fit simultaneously in the “pass” and “fail” tagger region, with three 
SFs assigned to the b/c/light categories in the “pass” region. Target SF is SFb (SFc) for calibrating X→bb̅ (cc̅) 
tagger 

❖ assign two sources of external uncertainties: 
‣ merge the target SFs (with different τ21 selections) into one, by expanding the uncertainty of the nominal fitted 

SF to cover the maximum deviation of the SFs. 

‣ consider the deviation of SF as an external uncertainty, from the nominal SF to the SF derived in the scheme to 
reweight on the fit variable

log(M(∑ ⃗pcorr
SV ) /GeV)
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See also in  
CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2866276
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Boosted Z method: ROC from data

36
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Boosted Z method: full workflow

➔ Target proxy jets:  Z→bb̅ jets from Z+jets events 
➔ Workflow: 

❖ select events with online triggers: a combination of requirements on the jet pT, trimmed mass, 
and event HT 

❖ select the leading AK8 jet with pT > 450 GeV, |η| < 2.4, MPNet > 40 GeV  as the target jet; presence of 
a subleading AK8 jet with pT > 200 GeV and |η| < 2.4 as the recoil jet is required 

❖ veto events with loose electrons/muons, and events with b-tagged AK4 jets (to suppress tt̅ 
events) 

❖ Perform the fit on the 2D binned histogram of (MPNet, pT) 
‣ Z+jets and W+jets modelled by MC 

‣ QCD in the “fail” region estimated directly from data, after subtracting other MC processes 

‣ QCD in the “pass” region estimated from the “fail” region through a fitted polynomial 

‣ three SFs assigned to Z+jets (3 pT bins) and one SF to W+jets, in the “pass” region 

‣ the target SF is that for the Z+jets since Z→bb̅ is the predominated contribution in the “pass region” 

➔ Note: the boosted Z method is only used to derive SFs for:  
❖ ParticleNet-MD bbvsQCD in HP, MP, LP; DeepDoubleBvL in HP, MP; double-b in HP 
❖ DeepAK8-MD bbvsQCD has a residue mass correlation which sculpts the QCD background in the 

“pass” region, making the method invalid
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See also in  
CMS-PAS-BTV-22-001
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Full results: ParticleNet-MD bbvsQCD
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Full results: DeepDoubleBvL
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Full results: DeepAK8-MD bbvsQCD
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Full results: double-b
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Full results: ParticleNet-MD ccvsQCD
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Full results: DeepDoubleCvL
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Full results: DeepAK8-MD ccvsQCD
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